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Join this powerful network of leaders who represent a wide variety
of age groups, backgrounds, workplaces and interests, and are
committed to making central Ohio an even better place to live,
work and play. Members invest their time and treasure to help
create a more equitable community.
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Leaders United is a group of passionate
change leaders with a desire to create an
impact in our community. Formed from
United Way’s affinity groups that began
more than 20 years ago, it is United Way’s
primary group of leaders and ambassadors,
working to identify and support critical
initiatives.
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You’ll have the opportunity to lead and
participate in diverse, equitable and
inclusive networking, community education
events and special projects.
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No matter how you choose to participate,
Leaders United can help you make a positive
impact on central Ohio by supporting a
platform for educating and developing the
next generation of leadership volunteers
and advocates for change.
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Join us. United, we can make a difference.
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Leaders United addresses issues of poverty
in central Ohio through creative solutions with
the support of peers and United Way. No idea is
too small or too big, as long as you’re impacting
the community in a positive way. So many folks
have helped me throughout my life that I feel it is
incumbent on me to give time and energy back to
the community where I live.
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Individual or household giving any amount to United Way’s
Community Response Fund or to one or more impact areas:
Success by Third Grade, Student Success and/or Basic Needs.
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If you give through a workplace campaign or make an individual gift
outside a workplace campaign, plus you meet the previously mentioned
criteria, then you will be automatically enrolled in Leaders United.
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For more information, contact Robert J. Fournier at
614.227.2763 (office), 209.712.0298 (mobile)
or Robert.Fournier@uwcentralohio.org.
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